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May 6, 2009 

Wednesday 

 

 

 Title: How to Manage Disagreement Properly  
DVD title: The Greater Meaning of Disagreement/Ikhtilāf: 

Differences are a Mercy in a System with Justice 
 

Dinner blessing:   O Allah!  You are showering Your blessings on us still, along with 

that, giving us many challenges. In the weeks to come, there are many changes coming, 

insh’allah all for the good.  Send Your blessings upon our graduates.  May they be best 

directed in their lives toward service to You in ways that are fulfilling, and completing 

their destiny in a good way.  Still there are among us people who are contracting human 

flu, please send your shifāt to them.  Ya Allah, there are many turmoils and changes going 

on in the world around us.  Help us to keep our ship sailing on course and our rudder in 

the right direction, and our sails full of the wind of Your mercy, and take us to the port.  

For that, Allah, give us a deep devotion to our prayers and our Hizb ul Bahr, and to our 

brothers and sisters on this path.  Amin.  

 

Suhbat:   Allah Swt reveals to us in the Qur’an, which you know very well:  

It is He who created all that is in the earth and directed His Command to the 

heavens, and made the seven heavens.  And He knows all things.  O 

Mohammed, when Allah said to the angels, “Verily I am going to appoint a 

vice-regent to this earth,” they said, “Will you, O Lord, place one on it who 

will make mischief and shed blood, while we celebrate Your praise and extol 

Your Holiness?”  And He said, “Verily I know what you do not know.” (2:29-

30) 

 

We have spoken on this subject many times, and from many different points of view.  The 
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reason I’m quoting that is not for the usual reason.  The reason is because there has been 

discussion since the late 7th century on the subject of ikhtilāf/disagreement.  For us, it’s 

important not from a fiqh point of view, but from the point of view of there are many 

ways to do things that are all legitimate.  This has been an important aspect of Islam since 

the time of Umar (ra), especially in the early 9th century of Islam.  In that time, there were 

efforts to try to standardize the fiqh of Islam and the madab.  For today, I want us to 

understand that there are many ways to look at things and to accomplish things.   One of 

the essential ingredients to this philosophy or reality that has lasted through all these 

centuries is that what is local is most important.  For example, a scholar went from Cairo 

to Medina, and when he returned, he wanted to change the way the Medinans were doing 

things.  He was told, don’t change it, [because of what happens] if you try to change 

people.  There is a famous story about this.    

 

The khaliph of the time, having read a text by Imam Malik (ra) (and these texts get 

sent to the Sultan), came to him on hajj. He was in Medina, and comes to Imam 

Malik and says to him, “I’ve read this, and I will have a lot of copies made and 

place them in all the major cities, and tell the people they have to follow it.” Imam 

Malik said, “O Commander of the Faithful, please don’t do that.  If you do, the 

people will feel forced.  They have been practicing one way, and you will change 

it. They will lose their iman. The way they are practicing is fine.”  The khaliph 

said, “Had you agreed with me, I would have implemented it immediately, but I 

will do as you ask.”   

 

This around the year 780, late 8th Century.  There was a similar incident with Imam Shāfi 

also.  He wanted to standardize the fiqh.  That’s not what I wanted to talk about, but it’s 

important that you know the history of it to understand that the basis of all disagreement 

lies in our nature and in our knowledge.  It lies in our ego, and it lies in our knowledge. 
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That ikhtilāf is a gift of Allah Swt.  There is also a hadith on this subject, which I’ll get to. 

The real knowledge of Allah Swt is the basis of faith. In Islam, the basis of faith isn’t 

blind.  It’s based in what you have perceived and know that is consistent with Qur’an and 

the Sunnah of the Prophet (sal). The more we pursue knowledge, the deeper our faith is.   

 

If we pursue knowledge sincerely, and have a burning to desire to have knowledge, then 

we understand the gift of the amanat (which is the reason for the human creation) is a 

two-edged sword.  We have the responsibility; but at the same time, we have these 

frailties.  Sometimes we cut ourselves with the sword.  If you are not careful, you can cut 

your own head off, especially with swords like Hazrat Umar’s, or Hazrat Ali, which were 

big swords.  The whole system of the dīn of Islam is a consequence or natural outcome of 

the interplay of various elements.  Some seem malevolent, and some seem munificent.  

Like we are grateful for this rain, but others are having floods.   It’s the same rain, the 

same storm system.  We might think the lightning is beautiful, but our neighbor might 

find it hitting his house and burning it up.  Allah Swt has put into the system apparent 

differences.   

 

Ikhtilaf, the greater meaning of it is one thing.  The basis of all growth and development 

lies in some part in knowledge, and some part in understanding how to deal with 

differences.  For us, it may be a difference in opinion, or a difference in the way you do 

your work, a difference in the way you look at something else. The ego comes in when 

you defend yourself without listening; without attending to something.  We are all of the 

same community culture, and within that culture our differences would be more on ego 

than knowledge, because the knowledge is basically the same on this subject.  The most 

practical way of gaining knowledge is obviously to observe and contemplate what is 

given to us in Qur’an, and in the Hadith, and in the Sīrah of Nebi Mohammed (sal). The 

other way to gain knowledge is to contemplate creation, nature.  I just gave you an 
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example.  You can’t say rain or lightening is good or bad. It depends on the circumstance 

and the different perspectives.  This is the wisdom of Rasulallah, and of the Sahabah, and 

of the taba’ain, and the taba-taba’ain.  Even the people, the common folk, had this 

wisdom.  They corrected Hazrat Umar (as) on one very famous occasion.   

 

Even Prophet Mohammed (sal) was challenged by the woman who wanted a divorce to 

look at the rules in a different way.  It goes right back to the beginning.  Everyone gets 

wrapped up in the history of Islam, and it’s good to know that, but you have to apply it 

today to who you are talking to, what the cultural nuances are, what the shortspeak is, 

what your intention is, what are your combined intentions, what is the purpose in your 

life, in your work, in your community.   You establish these ground rules, and you can 

have many differences of opinion, but you have to not just say it with your tongue, but 

really believe there are, as we say in the U.S., many different ways to skin a cat.   

 

The most practical way of gaining knowledge are the two ways I have just said, which is 

the ‘āyat Allah Swt tells us about.  What is in front of us, we know (if we are sincere and 

honest) are things we don’t necessarily see correctly. So to contemplate the beauty of 

nature and the complexity of life, the system that Allah has put together, the systems and 

the sub-sets within the systems is probably the most practical way of gaining 

comprehensive knowledge. I was sent a series of Youtube videos today. In the first one, 

there is a man talking about how wonderful nature is. He said, “I wake up in the morning 

and hear the birds singing, speaking to each other, am I not hearing the praises of Allah?  

When I see the ducks flying in the air in a V, is that not the imam leading the people in 

prayer?”   This is a way of seeing.   

 

With this in mind, we can extrapolate, if we dare, and try to contemplate the motive of 

Allah in creating all of this.   We can perhaps entertain the idea that the intention in this 
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creation is to make things easy for us, not hard for us, to give us ‘āyāt wherever we look, 

to make everything alam/symbols of Allah.  I say “He created,” but you know what I 

mean.  The system is created by a dynamic, greater mind or intelligence or knowledge. It 

created this beauty and complexity, and the interrelationships between the elements of 

this creation as affirmations, as testimony, as du’ā of a dynamic Divine Reality that is 

present. Of course, we have a nafs ammāra, as if it is necessary for us to stay on this 

world.  Among the yogis, they said you had to have some degree of ahamkara/ego; 

otherwise, your soul would rise out of your body and it wouldn’t stay in this world and 

learn the lessons of life.   

 

Nafs ammāra has a purpose: to keep us in the process of learning and knowledge and 

becoming flexible.  Flexibility is another word for this whole reality.  Great scholars have 

written on ikhtilaf, like Nawawi.  Because we have this nafs ammāra, we don’t see what’s 

in front of us all the time.  We either become defensive about ourselves, or dissonant 

instead of consonant.  Or dissident!  Each one of us is, in some way, rebellious.  The law 

has no life in itself.  There are people who want to take the law and stop dissonance and 

disagreement.  “Everybody should do it this way; therefore, you can see where anyone 

differs, and then you can come down on them like that!” Then there are people who want 

to make difference the way of life, because in their hands, there is no social norm. But 

what the Prophet Muhammad (sal) and deeper scholars understood, and what we should 

understand, is that it is natural as part of the nafs ammāra to have difference.  But it is 

also natural within the system to have difference.   

 

It is natural in the perfect system that has been created to have difference.  You have to 

find where the ego is set aside, and the difference is looked at very purely.   This is called 

mercy. We’re getting to the hadith where the Prophet (sal) says it’s a mercy. The Qur’an 

constantly advises and admonishes us to contemplate what is in front of us.  But mostly 
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we see what is in front of us as concrete and material things.  There is a tendency, 

therefore, to assume that everyone sees things in exactly the same way, or that they 

should “see it my way.”   To embrace difference is really liberating, if you embrace it 

correctly, not just for the sake of being different, but for the sake of reflecting the 

creation. It’s another issue about reflecting the system in your own self, your 

consciousness, your choices.  Your body reflects the system.  The complexity of your 

brain, the quantum events in your brain reflect the system. But [you] consciously reflect 

the system by making conscious choices, measured difference.  This is the essence, 

perhaps, of ikhtilaf that reflects a greater reality.   

 

As we look deeper into it, it becomes a little more abstract, and the science grows out of a 

deeper look at what is obvious.  You look at what is obvious and you look deeper into it.  

The scientist is someone who sees the same thing we see, but desires to look more deeply 

into it.  The spiritual scientist, the Sufi, the mystic, the seeker of knowledge and truth, the 

one who is in submission, the mu’min, the murad who is called to do this looks deeper 

into what is in front of them. That’s why we can also say the pursuit of knowledge in 

terms of religion or dīn is a science.   It fits all of the qualifications of science: repeatable 

phenomena, patterns, a means through which things are replicated, a means of measuring, 

recording, the brain’s ability to see patterns and binary languages.   These are all 

potentialities in the system.   

 

But things are changed. You can’t do your job, Abul Hasan, running in Basic.  From 

Basic you went to C, and then C++. You needed something different to deal with the 

differences you had to describe for the response that you needed from the computer 

hardware. Through these ‘āyāt in Qur’an, like the one that says why Allah created (and 

not for the normal reason that I talk about the names, attributes and qualities, but to 

represent difference), it’s clear that the soul, though it existed in the spiritual realm prior 
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to our physical world, was not about to take any part in this visible creation.  This soul is 

then given manifestation, life.  How? The reality of the interacting systems is put into a 

form that the soul then inhabits. We can then reverse that reasoning or seeing and say, 

well then – if everything is analogical in the system, when Allah creates this body to put 

the soul in (to make it operate it has to have this interacting system), what is equivalent  

to the soul in the greater universe? Because there is nothing unbalanced; everything is in 

harmony. There is mīzān.  You couldn’t have that in the physical world if you didn’t have 

its analog in the non-physical world. In the non-physical world, it’s called many names. 

The Christian call it the Holy Spirit.  The Hindus call it the Purush.  It may be called 

many different things, but we know it to be the Ruh which pervades everything. It’s the 

Reality that is Allah Swt.  

 

When this soul comes into what we call a conscious state, and leaves the conscious state 

in what we call death, it then comes back again and revives.  The natural state of the soul 

is a consciousness in life, not death, just as we see the revivification of life in this 

wonderful spring we have now.  After the apparent death of winter, the perennials come 

back.  Again, if everything is analogical and balanced, then when the soul leaves the 

body, it has to do something and come back somewhere. Then you have the concept of 

heaven and hell and all these other things.  We also know the body parts go into the 

ground and the microbes eat it up.  The atomic structures are dispersed.  We don’t need to 

go that deep.  “The flowers are blooming, the birds are singing.  The house is in full 

bloom as I went up to the attic to sweep the downstairs room.”   

 

The flowers are blooming, the birds are singing, the grass is growing.  What we do not 

tend to see is the potential of continuity; the potential of this evolutionary transformation 

going on, part of which comes about through differences.  If we really look closely, the 

trees are a little bigger this year than last year.  The irises are a little taller.  The wisteria 
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has grown to the top of the trees by the pond. There is an evolutionary growth pattern. We 

tend to see things as they evolve and revolve and come around again.  There is growth in 

it.  There is also the continuous evolutionary growth and transformation within ourselves, 

within our own consciousness, unless something cuts that off.  What do we evolve to?  

Eventually, [we evolve to] some state of communion, awareness, co-union with Allah 

Swt.  It doesn’t evolve in the sense that some other Eastern religions might talk about in 

terms of annihilation or the absorption of ourselves in union with Allah.  We don’t, as 

Muslims, see it that way. It does evolve in the sense that we evolve to understand, as 

Muslims—hopefully, obediently and submissively as mu’min, people who believe in what 

we are contemplating and in what we see—that there really isn’t anything there but Allah. 

There is nothing outside of any of it—not me, not it, nothing out there, nothing in here. It 

is all balanced and harmonious, even the differences.  The end of our evolutionary 

journey is that awakening.   

 

Of course, knowledge is a great thing.  Ignorance is a terrible thing.  The worst ignorance 

is aggressive ignorance.  Perhaps the next worst thing is passive knowledge.  Aggressive 

ignorance takes a lot of forms. There is defensive ignorance. Someone tells you 

something, and you get defensive about what you know, how you do something, what 

you think about.  You get accusatory, or narrow- minded bigoted ignorance. There is 

selective ignorance.  Whole cultures may have selective ignorance.  They may be known 

for their ethics and morality except for one issue. These are all the arrogant kinds of 

ignorance that are reflected in the arrogance and claims of fanatics and extremists.  Of 

course, they dress it up like a Barbie doll in their favorite costume called Islam or Judaism 

or Christianity.  People who are troubled tend to be troublesome, contentious people, who 

are obstinate.  They don’t like differences, except their own.  [There are] people who plot, 

and who live off of conspiracy theories.  Not that there are no conspiracies, but it’s a 

difficult fare to live on; you could lose a lot of weight.  These are the worst kinds of 
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ignorances, and we live in a world filled with that. People are hopeful that we are coming 

out of a decade of that kind of ignorance, but there are subtle ignorances, too, that look 

like they are not ignorant: articulate, well-educated, charismatic people who may be 

playing to the ignorant in a whole other way.   

 

The best way to deal with this is to confront it, and expose the contrary positions in the 

ignorance.  The best way to deal with the early differences in Islam was to confront them. 

 People were encouraged to do that, to ask the questions. But it has to be exposed in an 

Islamic way; not in a nafs ammāra way; therefore, the people who were really qualified to 

do that, are people who have pretty well gone past their ego.  Not the ones who were just 

walking around saying, “In the name of Allah, I’m telling you this because I studied at Al 

Azhar,” or in Mecca. But people of compassion, love, tolerance, mercy, simple people 

who have deep wisdom and deep knowledge are the ones who will do it in an Islamic 

way.  They won’t hide behind Islam, or Torah, or Injīl, or Bhagavad Gita or whatever.  

The Western way is to expose and confront things directly, or to backbite and be very 

quiet in public. The Eastern way, which I’ll call the Islamic way for our purposes, realizes 

that you will not bring about any peace, calmness, serenity, or understanding, or any 

growth or evolution based on cooperation and mutual benefit, if you confront them 

absolutely directly.  You have to confront these things in a context, and at a level of 

sincerity, knowledge, and respect.  

 

We have to learn that in the West, in our community, in our work, and everywhere we can 

learn it.  That’s how we have to operate; otherwise, we are using and abusing. We have to 

arm people with the weapon of knowledge, not facts, especially young people, and to 

understand what is at the root of the ethics, norms, and adab of Islam, and in a very calm 

and peaceful way, confront the untruths, or, even question and discuss the differences.  

We should not think that every difference is a truth or an untruth.  If Allah Swt tells us the 
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benefits of the night, and that the night is good; it doesn’t mean the day is bad. When we 

look, for example, in the macro way at the Muslim dominated societies, we see that there 

are a lot of ignorant Muslims in the world who are not following the precepts of Islam.  It 

is not because they don’t know the fiqh, but because they are confronting things directly, 

immovably, and intractably.  They are forgetting the benefit of ikhtilāf.   And by the way, 

they learned it from the West. They didn’t evolve to this in some higher state.  

 

The British and the French helped a lot, but we won’t get into history.  But they certainly 

did help people to become aggressive and split people’s minds—divide and conquer. 

People felt so suppressed that they felt they had to be confrontational, but this had never 

been the Islamic way.   There were wars; yes, those kinds of confrontations over the 

greater principle of Islam or to preserve Islam.  But they were defensive wars.  Anything 

that creates conflict is against Islam.  The Islamic way has been to gain knowledge and 

change people with a better argument, as Prophet Mohammed (sal) said.  The prerequisite 

[lies in adab] for achieving real inner and outer peace, inner and outer harmony, to 

manifest the balance in this creation, of which we are a part, which we in our imperfect 

states, can only manifest periodically—maybe 5 minutes out of an hour; maybe 30 

minutes out of an hour; maybe 10 times a day; maybe in our mind, but not in our tongue.  

But we recognize when we are in harmony.  That cooperation and knowledge lies in 

adab.  

 

To understand the ethics and norms of behavior in Islam in dealing with differences and 

dissension,  to be conscious of the principles of Islam and the attributes of the parties in 

contention—whether they are individuals, nations, communities or individuals within our 

own community and khanaqah—to be able to train Muslims to live according to the 

acceptable behavior of Islam, in and of itself, should be a great reviver of Islam—just to 

do that. It would be nice to have a mujaddid. If we dedicate ourselves, as we have for 
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many years in our community to the education of our young people, and really believe in 

our faith, and develop our expertise to express it clearly to the young people and to 

ourselves, then we should make sure we do express it and manifest it—including how we 

deal with differences, and how we seek forgiveness of our own errors.   

 

New energy should be directed toward the ummah, toward humanity as a whole, instead 

of just dissipated and wasted in defensiveness and internal and external conflicts, as we 

see in the masājid today,  as we see in families today, even among Muslim families. 

When the minds of Muslims become really focused, and really aware, not just of “my role 

as an individual,” but [of the] Islamic civilizational reality going back to the time of Nebi 

Muhammad (sal), then the role of the ummah as a whole will revive itself.  It will be in 

sync with the system.  When the body is in sync, the immune system operates and revives 

itself.  I was reading tonight on the BlackBerry about this sugar I got called xylitol. It is 

naturally produced in the body.  In tests, it counters osteoporosis. It kills bacteria that 

creates ear infections.  It goes on and on and on. You think you’re looking at the fountain 

of life in this sugar. It ends cavities.  [All of these benefits are shown] in all these 

scientific studies. Imagine the kind of reaction you are having right now: let’s find 

something bad about it, because it’s sugar. Well, let’s find something bad about it because 

it’s different. Better buy it - there will be a run on it in the store.  This is what can happen. 

The revival comes automatically.   

 

Societies of the ummah have become alienated through misunderstanding and ignorance, 

and through an argument about difference.  There wouldn’t be any Taliban, any fanatics;  

any revolutionary guards in Iran—there will be some aberrated fools, but none to speak of 

with any power—if we could get the system to the point where it begins to revive itself.  

There is no better place to start than where we are. We in the community have a certain 

amount of attention [given to us], but we as an organization have a great deal of attention 
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and respect all over the world.   In a sense, it revives people’s faith in education, faith in 

Islam, faith in democratic principles, faith in cooperation and cross-cultural 

understanding, faith in communication and dialogue and interfaith work—and the ball 

keeps rolling.  So and so did this over here, and so and so did that in Indonesia, and so 

forth.  If the system is consistent, and you have more of that, it has to be reflective of 

something else, which is call a self - what? a self sustaining system.  It will heal itself.  

 

If that’s true on a group level, and on the macro-cosmic level, isn’t it true on the 

individual level?  Isn’t it true within our own system, within our own self?   Then we can 

come to certain conclusions.  Things come toward balance/mīzān. Then, this prediction of 

Nebi Mohammed was the ummata wāsit—things become balanced, people of the middle, 

the community of the center, people of knowledge, of peace, and of sincerity.  Of course, 

I know I’m an unregenerate hopeful optimist, so you can take this with a grain of salt if 

you want.  I do believe that we are sincere, and there is nothing that can stop us from 

reviving Islam within us.  What is Islam within us?  It must be patience, trust, surrender, 

compassion, love, mercy, understanding, obedience… Al Ghafur, As Salām….  Allah Swt 

promised us: “The day will come when the believers will rejoice with the help of 

Allah, and those who are lost will remain lost.  Those who try to reduce the truth 

will fail, and those who believe will find peace and happiness.”     

 

If Allah Swt promised that, then I think we should believe it, don’t you?  Why? Because 

Allah promised it?  Yes. Why?  That’s the way the system operates. When you are out of 

sync, you are out of sync. Eventually, you become lost. When you are disbalanced with 

the physical world, you die.  Spiritually, you are lost, lost in space. There is room for lost 

in space. I haven’t forgotten the differences topic, though I may have to get to it 

tomorrow.  How many of us really believe this? It was not so long ago when love 

between oneself and one’s Creator was an essential element in a relationship.  The 
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relationship between Allah and His creation was reflected in the values of society. Did 

everybody live it?  Of course not.  Did every culture observe it?  Of course not.  Was it a 

primary teaching in most religions?  Yes, it was. Was it supposed to be reflected therefore 

in the relationships of human beings?  Yes.   When a believer loves Allah above 

everything else, and loves to worship Allah and be with Allah, then that individual has the 

capacity with that love to believe the truth, and also to win others to that truth.  

 

People mistake that for making dawa and making people Muslims; rather, it is making 

people faithful believers, to understand that they have an integral, important, critical place 

in creation.  And to win means to bring others back to the initial understanding of their 

fitrah.  Allah says, “The people Allah cherishes become a people whom He loves, and 

who love Him.”   Balance.  “My worshiper does not draw near to Me with anything 

more beloved to Me than that which I have obligated to him. My lover does not 

cease drawing near to Me by performing superogatory acts until I love him, and 

when I love him, I am his hearing with which he hears, his sight with which he sees, 

his hand with which he strikes, and his foot with which he walks.  And were he to 

ask something of Me, I would surely give it to him. And were he to seek of Me 

refuge,  I would surely grant him refuge.”  (Hadith Quds)  

 

Why?  Because Allah is nice?   Because water runs downhill, because gravity holds you 

to the earth, because the breeze flows through the trees, because when things are in 

balance, they fit.   If you are a musician, you can explain it.  (Sings off key).  Everybody 

knows that sounds terrible, even if you could explain it.  There are reciprocal patterns.  

Coming in tonight for dinner, my daughter Sabreen said to me, “Do you have anything 

out for the children?” I said, “Wow, it seems like just yesterday that you went upstairs 

and got things for the children for Wednesday night dinner.  Does it seem like that to you, 

too?”  She said yes.   I was relieved, because it seems like yesterday to me because of my 
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age, and she’s her age and it doesn’t usually.  But it seemed like just yesterday.  But 

there’s more to that.  There’s the pattern of going and getting it: the putting it out, the 

service that is performed, the learning that comes with it, the respect that comes with it, 

the apprehending that it will happen, the joy of it, the simplicity of it. It’s all reflective of 

something else.   

 

We see the joy in the little kids coming down stairs: “Bapu, we have a sūrah for you 

today!  And we know what it means!”  If everything has its analog in the greater universe, 

what’s that? What does that represent?  What is the greater message in that?  How else is 

that manifesting throughout all the universes?  Beyond the universes, what does this 

mean? This has to do with knowledge and respect, with safety and security.  They feel 

safe and secure here.  It has to do with patterns of communication and transmission of 

knowledge.  They were transmitting knowledge to me.  They were giving me the sūrah.  

They were speaking for Allah: six, seven and eight year olds.  What does that all mean? 

When you start to care what it means and to recognize that in the moment, you can also 

see the differences in the approach.  One approach is: I give them some food; they give 

me a sūrah.  It’s not Pavlovian or Skinnerian. That’s not what it is.  There is a greater 

rhythm and pattern there.   

 

Every day brings us opportunities to understand, and also opportunities to disagree. 

Disagreeing for the sake of disagreeing is painful and not very constructive, unless you 

get paid well for it.  How do we know where our disagreement is coming from?  What’s 

motivating it?  Is it just a matter of our own comfort, or our desire to please someone, or a 

desire to avoid conflict, or prove our worth, our power, our influence? Is it for some 

material gain? Is it for our nafs ammāra, to prove to ourselves that we are important? 

Some people it seems just take different positions because they want to be different than 

another person in action or thought. Khilāf (also from the same root at ikhtilāf) means to 
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oppose, people who are in opposition to either one another or some idea.  It doesn’t mean 

we should not oppose some things.  We do it all the time. But what is the point of the 

opposition?  Is it a good point because we feel the necessity to do something? Is it 

because we are seeking harmony, balance, and the truth?  We hear something and 

opposite because we don’t like it?  A real Sufi, a real Muslim, should keep minds and 

hearts open.  We shouldn’t just be looking for argument, but for mutual agreement.   

 

Al-Hafiz al-Bayhaqi in his book "al-Madkhal" and al-Zarkashi in his "Tadhkirah fi al-

ahadith al-mushtaharah" relate: Imam al-Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr al-Siddiq 

said: "The differences among the Companions of Muhammad (s) are a mercy for Allah's 

servants.”  Al-Hafiz al-`Iraqi the teacher of Ibn Hajar al-`Asqalani said: "This is a saying 

of al-Qasim ibn Muhammad who said: 'The difference of opinion among the Companions 

of Muhammad (s) is a mercy.’” 

 

There are many people who quote this, and many who argue with it.  Al-Hafiz al-Sakhawi 

said in his "Maqasid al-Hasana" after quoting the above: "I have read the following 

written in my shaykh's (al-Hafiz ibn Hajar) handwriting: 'The Hadith of Layth is a 

reference to a very famous hadith of the Prophet (sal), cited by Ibn al-Hajib in the 

"Mukhtasar" in the section on qiyas (analogy), which says: “Difference of opinion in my 

Community is a mercy for people (ikhtilafu ummati rahmatun li al-nas).’”  

 

There is a lot of questioning about its authenticity, and many of the imams of learning 

have claimed that it has no basis (la asla lahu). However, al-Khattabi mentions it in the 

context of a digression in "Gharib al-Hadith" . . . and what he says concerning the tracing 

of the hadith is not free from imperfection, but he makes it known that it does have a 

basis in his opinion. 
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What does it mean that differences among people are a mercy?  It means on a real level, 

in our every day life, not the historical Islamic level, we have to have a sense of mercy in 

us when there is difference—not compassion—mercy.  Maybe you know.  Maybe you 

think you know, and your ego is at the point where you will say, “I’m not sure if I know.” 

But you do know that you should have a merciful tone of voice and attitude.  You may 

know and not know you know. You may not know and think you know.   

 

The term ikhtilāf is more than a difference in opinion.   It is an act of controversy and 

disagreement. Disagreements tends to mean two people arguing with each other, but do 

you know how many acts of disagreement are going on in your head, metaphorically, 

historically?  We can talk about history and Muslim sects who disagree, but there is 

something else. It is not just the absolute difference in beliefs and principles, but 

situations and attitudes we adopt in our minds to protect ourselves and affirm ourselves 

over others.  I go back to what we can do to revive the truth, to revive Islam.  To the 

seeker of truth, this is much more important than the differences in madhab: Hanafi, 

Shafi, Maliki, Hanabali.  These are nothing. The differences in different sects are nothing 

compared to what goes on in our own minds: the contradictions, our lack of conclusion, 

the invalidity of our own thinking, the stubbornness and immovability of our own ideas 

and attitudes, the challenges to them from within and from without.   

 

The physical reactions we get to certain circumstances should be a cue to us, because 

these are part of the chemical and biological systems, hormonal systems.  We should get 

clues from these things.  When you get sick to your stomach over an argument, that is a 

clue. When you get a headache over something, that’s a clue.  When you are upset for 

hours after a conversation, that’s a clue.  You are out of sync with the universe.  Then the 

next thing will happen, and your immune system will go down, etc. You know what 

happens.  We respond verbally or mentally in certain ways that makes us contentious.  
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The word jidāl means argumentation. [The root word jadala] also means to braid a rope.  

That’s where we get the idea of “twisting someone’s arm” to get them to do something. 

You twist thing around when you want to convince someone of something.  You take this 

fact and that fact, and your attitude and their attitude, and their emotions and your 

emotions, and you twist it around like braiding a rope, in order to win.  You are twisting 

their arm. There is a positive side to it, too.  ‘Ilm al jidāl means to advance some evidence 

in a jurisprudent way to strengthen the argument.  You braid things together to make it 

stronger.  The point is you have taken a vow for justice.  Assuming the highest level, you 

are going to put things together in order to make an argument that is a strong argument. 

Unfortunately, it also implies that a person who has the ability to convince, also has the 

ability to twist things up and make a position, even if it is a false one; or tear down 

another position, even if it is correct. It’s a kind of ego centered skill that either makes 

you right or wrong, or it’s reflective of the system of al-‘Adl/Justice (in this case).   

 

You have, even in the philosophical concepts, continuity in the system, inner 

advancement in the individual, a concept of justice, and how it is served, how it deals 

with differences, how you take the real facts that you can, and you make a case for it.  

Then, something else has to happen. It has to be judged; adjudicated.  It is not just having 

the lawyer making a great case. You have someone over that reviewing it all to see if it is 

consistent with the system, the Constitution, the constitution of Nebi Muhammad (sal) in 

Medina, the fiqh that is agreed with.  The realized judge is one who sees the whole 

system, and sees if anything he is going to decide will cause disruption in the way the 

system operates.  We are familiar with the ego side of it.  Let’s try to get familiar with the 

other side of it.  I’ll begin tomorrow with more if you want me to.  Asalāmu aleikum.  


